KRAKEN X SERIES

Die vier Abstandshalter für Sockel 2011/2066 sind von der Frontseite des Mainboards aus zu befestigen.

**COMPONENT LIST**

- A: Kraken X53 / X63 / X73
- B: Intel® Retention Bracket (pre-installed)
- C: AMD Retention Bracket
- D: Intel® Socket 2011/2066 standoff
- E: Intel® Backplate
- F: Intel® Socket 2011/2066 Standoff
- G: AMD Standoffs (AM4)
- H: Intel® Retention Bracket (pre-installed)
- I: Socket TR4 AMD Backplate (pre-installed)
- J: Intel® Backplate
- K: Intel® Socket 2011/2066 Standoff
- L: Intel® Retention Bracket (pre-installed)
- M: Intel® Socket 2011/2066 Standoff
- N: Intel® Backplate
- O: AMD Socket TR4 Backplate (pre-installed)
- P: Intel® Socket 2011/2066 Standoff
- Q: Intel® Retention Bracket (pre-installed)
- R: AMD Standoffs (AM4)

**PREPARATION - INTEL® LGA 1150/1151/1155/1156/1366**

1. From the front side of the motherboard, install the four standoffs against the Intel® Socket 2011/2066.
2. Pull out the Intel® retention bracket in the opposite direction of the Pump cooling units. The Pump cooling units can be adjusted clockwise (or counterclockwise) for the logo NZXT.
3. The top of the Pump chamber can be twisted in 12 points for the logo direction.

**INSTALLING THE STAND - ADJUSTMENT**

1. From the front side of the motherboard, install the four standoffs against the AMD® Socket TR4.
2. Pull out the AMD® retention bracket in the opposite direction of the Pump cooling units. The Pump cooling units can be adjusted clockwise (or counterclockwise) for the logo NZXT.
3. The top of the Pump chamber can be twisted in 12 points for the logo direction.
4.朝向泵浦用力按壓。